
Accessory Port is ideal for installing quick
disconnect couplings and also great for
obtaining samples for oil analysis without
having to remove the entire lid, thereby
reducing fluid contamination and moisture.

Port has 1/2" NPT female thread; Pump lid
has two ports: 1/2" and 3/8" female thread.

Anti-Fatigue On/Off
Switch for breather vent
provides smooth-flow
pouring while allowing
users a full five-finger
grip while topping-off.

Spout acts as a built in valve;
it opens and closes to control
flow, prevent spills and fully
seals the system when closed.
Spout directs liquids into tight
places or a flexible extension
hose can be added to reach
awkward places.

Three lids offer a choice of
nozzle sizes; 1/4" (6mm), 1/2"
(12mm) and 1" (25mm). Twist
turn spout can be adjusted for
the viscosity of your fluid to
achieve the desired flow, from
a high flow to a controlled pour.

Fits many applications:
3 container sizes, 4 dispensing options to meet
your specific need. Accessory pump, hoses
and premium pouches are also available.

Beefy, rustproof polyethylene
lid is non-reactive and offers a fully
sealed, leakproof system to prevent
fluid contamination and eliminate
spills. Strategically located Nitrile
(Buna-N) o-rings inside lid, nozzle,
accessory and quick fill ports ensure
dirt and dust stay out for maximum
cleanliness.

Square, stable shape makes the most
of available storage space while flat drum
surface allows more room for identifica-
tion. Translucent color and graduated
markings in English and metric make it
easy to see liquid level.

Quick Fill Port eliminates the need
to open the entire lid and expose
fluid to contaminants or risk spilling
while refilling.

Cap on 15/16" ID port is attached
with lanyard to prevent loss.

Large comfortable
rounded handle
accommodates a
gloved hand for
safe and easy
transporting, and
accurate pouring.

Industrial strength (HDPE) drums
with anti-static and UV inhibitor additives
are ideal for lubricants that are
engineered to withstand extreme
temperatures.

Lubrication System

“No Mistake” Color I.D. System
Identify fluids and reduce cross contamination
with the simplest system ever.

Marked contents are clearly matched and visible
in any of three ways:
1) color band on lid (8 color choices)
2) product label with blank box to write contents
3) matching color card in outside standard data pouch

(4 two-sided cards for 8 matching color choices)
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